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1. On 13 Aug 1966 thabject left Paris ,France together with

other aertbers of the French Dele:;ation to the 13th World's Poultry

Congress, for Kiev via Moscow. The customs control at oscow Airpott

was very superficial, only documents were checked and necessary

forms had to be filled. albject stayed in loscow overnight and on this

occasion viL:ted two o tfiters-in-law ( both over 70). •

Ills impression from talking with them was that they were still very

much anuer the impact of " the old timeQVhus,;:uencver they alked

joiitics , tley whispered and warned his that "flare "oeole
continued to spy on each other. Uhey were particularly worried

about 30r3e fresh revival of Stalinist tendencies. subject was told

that lately the :, talinist grouu/were raising their_heads and

stieriL eLorts to enhance their 	 ,,,do.eitidn.

subject left hOSCJW on 14	 ar.ived by pli ge in Kiev

.1:10 day. ae as ac ,,iociated in hotel Ukrain 	 toethe-, with other
:conch uciegLAeL;.

In 11iev subject dtaed until his deTarture icc raris on
12 Aug 1966. his naper to thz: Conress he rec7 .. on 16 Aug 1966 in French.

in iliev subject metaLlont ovary fay with his sister,
aed 1 .5, a pensioned teacher, who name to hiev iser that purpose frog

flIWCH, 
r-n :61)OLBUNIV, Rovenska obi. , where she resided prior to,

during,and after WW II.

:lbject returned -to Paris by plave via iAoscow. The customs

control this time was practically nil, there was no one to take care

of the French Delegation and they Were left compleely on their own.

Finally Subject took care of his colleagues and expedited their

boarding by simply demanding customs officers to give "a better

service" to"official French delegates". Not one suitcase was opened.
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2. The	 rid's Poultry Congress was opened on 15 Aug 1966 in the

morning at the October Palace Kiev with about 5,j00 participants -

:,cholars , specialists, official guests, and journalists.

hiter the aceeches of the members of the Presidium of the Congress,

the ceicTates were welcomed by Kia, ,, IIEL41w N.T. , Zirst Vice-Chairman oi

the Ceuncil of viinisters, Ukr 6,3R, on behead of Ukrainian Soviet

Government , in Ukrainian. In the afternoon after the f*rSt plenary

aession'at.the October Palace, all participants want to the International

Toni cry ,yxhibition itself which was located at holosiyevc.

spoke aain an behald of Soviet Jkrainian (,iovernihent.
the

Other So-4iet dignitaries present at/uctober 1-alace ana Exhibition

were SHELET Yu.P.,1.1A2..SKEVICH V.V.,SKABA h.D., 1,03ki.NOV

1,ater on, at tne opening of the Exhibition itself, they were joined by
T.,..020TCHNKG D.S.,3030L L.O.,L;ORIN I.G. and others.

Subject planned to aproach 'L,(JRIN I.Ci.,iiceitfinister of Agriculture,
bier	 whom he knew from the Congress of Irento „Italy of 1964 but

fLdied v,0 no 6'J Oecaucie the Vice-inister left the All as soon as

the ofifsr:Lal ceremonies cooed.

,,Lter the opening ocremonies there
by

rcit :If the day .3ubject ,;pent 	 sta,jed

:rof. d IiIN, mu, specialist on s3,ile socioieal mat,erv,

Uk:raini&n, mar,ied to ,;ubjeot's cousin. de 3aW

seveal times Prof RYCHJIIN who treoLod Cul,,ct more like a relativesteo

aYtddJfIiT:_ali:v„ested Lt.lt.o to 	 41)ject Lbat he dght coLL-, to .lev for

1.;ome tio Lad. (13 acme work or t_c -cademy but Tinct encourage him to

return r,)r good.

RY4;HUT1NS have a son who had married " some eanallie" and now has

"family troubles". At least that is what he was told by .4zhAtin, senior.

3. On 16 Aug Subject read his paper. After he had finished it

he left the hail and was met at the door by HRYSHCHENKO Oleksandr

Hryhorovych of Kiev, Tel.	 -4...38,-69 whom Subject did not recognize at

once.
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HRYSEGHENKO greeted Subject " as an old good acquaintance" and was

surprised the latter coudl not remember him. Then he explained

that he was "the same engineer" who in 1957 or 1958 had brought

a letter to Subject from his sister of Mizoch. At that time he

paid a visit to Subject's house in Paris.

Subject remembered him then quite well , and ERYSECHENKO introduced

to him "his friend" by the name BAKE,fnu.

HRYSECHENKO is Ukrainian, in 1957/0 stayed in Paris,France

together with MIAKUSHKA on the staff of Soviet Embassy-. He is approx..

45-50 years of age, 6', of strong built, about 200 lbs, round full

face, dark blond t his profession states as TV engineer now employed with

with the Council of Ministers, Ukr SSR. He said himself that he was
interestgd-in all dele gates of Slavic origin*

rnu is probably Ukrainian ew,5 1 6, aged 35, slimoharp loni

nose,oval faceogreying blond hairs. ERYSHCHENKO introduced him as an

employee of the Foreign Departtent of the Ministry of Agriculture, Ukr

SSR. From him allegedly HRYSHCHENKO learned that Subject was on

the list of Slavic names among French delegates and decided to greet

him. BAKE turned out to be familiar even with smallest details

about the Congress, its participants aso.

After exchange of usual pleasantries dRYSECHENKO invited

Subject to come later on to BAKE'S room for a drinighe happened to

stay one or two floors above Subject's room). Subject accepted

his invitation. The suite which BAKE was occupying consisted of two

huge rooms connected with glass door. W hen Subject arrived there

both, HRYSECHENKO and BAKE were alredy waiting for him, the door to the

other room was open and the table was covered with coldcutts (mainly

Ukrainian kpia_), horilka, wines, and fruit.

After greetings they sat down and HRYSHCHENKO asked at once what

SHTUL-iHDANOVYCE? leader of melnykivtsi was doing or rather -

HRYSHCHENKO corrected himself why he was doing so many stupid things

attacking Soviet Ukraine and Soviet Ukainian government.

Subject replied that he did not khoi.w what HRYSECEENKO had in mind in
particular but on the ,hole he himself knew very little about

emigre politics at the present time because his free time he devoted

to mainly studying literary and oultiral life in the Ukraine.
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ubject mentioned that as HRYSHCHENKO probably remembered he had

seen himself in Subject's room a lot of Soviet books and papers

so probably HRYSHCHENKO was reading more emigre papers and puhlicationg

than Subject. HRYSHCHENKO replied that indeed he had the opportunity

to read emigre press and in his opinion it was very stupid.
They began to talk about HRYSHCHENKO's visit in Paris, French

habits and customs, then about Ukrainian food and drinks, and on the

whole the conversation was very banal. Subject was asked what he alredy

had seen in Kiev, on this occasion HRYSHCHENKO promised to tak4iltine

day on a sightseeing tour in Kiev. When ,alking about Paris

Subject asked what MIAKUSHKA, Hryshchenko's friend was doing now.

dRYSHCHENKO seemed to be rather unhappy ablaut this question and only

replied that MIAKUSHKA was all right. He turned at once to some other

topic and obviously did not want to talk about Miakushka.

Subject stayed at BAKH'S room for about 2) to 3 hours

but they did not go beyond banal small talk. BAKH took practically

no part in the conversation. He listened and made only short

comLients on one occasion or another which were meaningless.

Only at one pint he seemed to be more inter .,.6ted and alert that
usual namely when Subject asked about MIAKUSHKA. He did not, howver,

ask any questions on his own. Subject was sumised that no questions
pertainingiesigl eWitglikactimitv were a8on nEmHCHENKO felt somewhat ill at east

in BAKH'S company. The latter was probably HRYSHCHENKO'S superior.

4. On 17 Aug Subject visited BAZHAN at his office. He phoned
him first, BAZHAN was glad to megiAnand wanted to send a car to pick hi
up.Subject,howevet *xxxthanked and took instead taxi. He arrived at

Bazhan's ofilce CURE-building) at approx. 1040 hrs.

Subject handed over to BAZHAN a Shevchenko medalion minted at the

French Monetary Mint and he seemed to be quite moved by it.
standinRHe considered it to be some sort of ceremonNrecelved the

medalion and thanking , stresoed that it was a great honor Phim.
He reciprocated with a Soviet Ukrainian medal ploh4Agx comenting that
it was not as nice as the one brought by Subject.



BAZHAN also mentioned that another Shevchenko medallion given

at one time in France to P. VIRSKYI was paced in Shevchenko Museum

in Kiev. ( Later on Subject went tu Shevchenko Museum but could not

find it there.)his medallion was presented to VIRSKYI by Subject, too.

Pretty soon the conversation turned to literary life

in the Ukraine. Subject mentioned Drach l s article against

KRAVTSIV,Bohdan. BAZHAN replied that in his opinion KRAVTSIV

wanted to include DRACH into his nationalist cohorts but he had

no right */that.

Subject asked whether this meant that KravtsiV should have attacked

Draoh , and whether in general it was better for Ukrainian poets and

writers, particularly the youmg ones, when the emigres attacked them.

BAZHAN denied it. He would rather siggest that emigre critics should
moderately praise the Soviet Ukrainian authors but not attack

them. At the same time he indicated that "too much appreciation"

as also bad.

Asked about recent trials and arrests of Ukrainian
in KievintellectualsA, BAZHAN replied that the protests of Ukrainian

emigration in Canada were unnecessary and out of place because

at that time SVITLYCdNY had lready been released and DZIUBA had

not beetrrested at all.

To the question about Lviv-trial BAZHAN gave no definite

answer , he confirmean iKat thre was a trial , but he did not know

the details.

As to the trial in LUCK (Lutsk) he could assure Subject

that this was not a trial of writers but of OUN propagandists.

According to BAZHAN the chief defendant was a former UPA-member
who had alredy served his former sentence and released. Now he

started again some illegal activities and in particular dissiminated

some printed papers " for liberation of Ukraine". Together with

him there several Other defendants who helped him in this work.

But as far as Bazhan was aware of, the trial ended quite well, the
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court was rather lenient, and on the whole only few people were

involved. Furthermore, HAMAN stressed that this affair should not

be exaggerated , in all the arrests and trials only a small group of

people were 74nguifecOand what was most important ,nowit was all over

and calm again.

Banhan refused to specify any data or names, he was also reluctant to

talk about Kiev demonstrations.

Subject switched over to the article by KOCHUR about

French translations in Paris and also mentionnd TEN Boris another

translator with whom he corresponded. BAZHAN gave Subject KOCHUR'S

address but Subject could not take advantage of it because KOCHUR

lived in IRPEN, out of town where Subject was not allowed to go

without special permission. At least Subjectso_tiabC.

BAZHAN suggested also that he could bring Subject to the

Museum where Bilokur l s exhibition was just on , but Subject thanked

and -elt there alone, around 12.00 hrs.

BAZHAN told also Subject that he was working now on a 5 volume.
history of Ukrainian art. He Showed him some material, it looked -

quite promising,

5. On 18 Aug Subject went together with about other 100
.delegates to the poultry farm at YAHOTYN, 100 km foom Kiev. The farm
is actually called a poultry factory, it has 10,000 ducks,
very modern, with latest equipment.

Subject was in the bus of the 'nench delegation. Next to him
a photoreporter of VschiraY Kiev , a dull uninteresting type.was ,

On the bus was also V.OMELCHENKO, correspondent of Veohirniy Kiev,

'Ukrainian, aged 25.28,very polite and 4Tiendly. Later on he made

a short interview with Subject asking him his opinion on the poultry

farm and wrote about it in the issue of 19 Aug .
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(The photocopy of the article by Omelchenko is attached)
OMELCHENKO avoided political topics but from a short discussion about

Ukrainian literature and culture Subject inferred that he was a

good Ukrainian.

On the same bus was also a correspondent of Radianaka 
Ukraina by the name TOPTSOV. He wanted to know Subject's opinion
about Badianska Ukraina. Subject told him that Radianska 
Ukraina in comparison with French papers was rather dull and
uninteresting. Too much spate was devoted to collective farms and
agriculture agiOgi YkaVlooked more like an organ of the Ministry of
Agriculture. Subject suggested they would write more about national,

cultural and intellectual life in the Ukraine, and better develop
foreign newsoports, and humor sections.
TOPTSOV thanked him for his critique and promised to write abou it
but Subject doubted he would ever do so.

There was also a representative of Kolossova's Society,

a middle aged man, who noted Subject's name and address when

excnanging a few sentences on imPOrtance of cultural contacts between

foreign countries and Ukraine.

6. On 19 Aug at 11.00 hrs Subject went to the Union of
Writers of Ukraine. No one of known writers was there. Everybody was or
vacations. Only DMYTERK0 was to come at 15.00 lire, he happened to be
in Kiev. Subject was received by the manager of the Building of Literati

who did not even introduce himself by the name.

Subject explained to him that he had a "personal" reason to vimit

the Union, namely he had a present for SOBKO Vadym,Ukrainian writer from

bhmeone in France whom thelatter met there. ( The "someone in France"

was Zhenia GEMAHLING, employee of the Veterinary School in Paris, aged 4
married to a grenchman, her father was Jewish, mother - Russian,

former member of irench Resistance, as such she met SOBKO at the

celebration of the 20th anniversary of French Reaistance against

Germans • SOBKO came to Paris at that time as member of Soviet

Partizan or Resistance Delegation.)



The gift ( ties) Subject left with the manager of the House of Literati.

The later promised to give it to SOBKO. Prior to that Subject phoned

SOBKO from the House of Literatiia young girl, SOBKO'S daughter

answered, and explained to him that neithetwa4Monsieur Sobko nor Madam

Sobko at home", they were on vacations.She spoke FrenChotoo.
The manager asked Subject where he was from originally

and all of a suaeen began to talk about the UPA and its liquidation
by Russians in 1940'3. In particular he was telling about the fight
against UPA in 1948 in the area of Ivano-Frankivsk ( then Stanislav)

and Carpathian Mountains. According to the manager in that areathere

was a secretary of raykom 411,416B0fby the name CHUVASH who went
without weapon into forests and was caught by the UPA soldiers .. The

latter wantedahimcfci kilt/but kma he suggested negotiations on the basis

of then announced Khruahchev's-amnesty forall members of the Underground

who would defect. The negotiations started and as a result of them about

100 UPA sol%diers left forest and surrendered their weapons. CHUVASH

kept his word and no one was arrested or persecuted otserwise.

CHUVASH and other MOB officers who joined him in the meantime in negotia-
tions wanted other UPA men to surrender • The permission to negotiate
with UPA was given by the CC CPSU anf the MOB in Moscow themselves.
At a point of negotiations UPA people suggested to send to them
a Soviet propagandist. The Sovs agreed to andthtTlgtgliat to
a pre-arranged spot wherefrom blindfolded he was brought to UPA Hqs.

It was a huge bunker,consisting of several rooms $ very well equipsed,
theeven with rugs ontyloore There the prPandist was introduced even to

UPA generals, and treated wiith a nice dinner. He spoke to UPA men and
as a result of his persuasion 500 soldiers sur,endered.

Subject did not comment and calmly listened to hem until he

finished CHUVASH'S story. Then he asked the manager whether it was

true that there had been arrests of young intelectuals in the Ukraine

as thexxxx foreign press was writing about. The manager reA.ied

that indeea tire were some arrests but they had already ended, now
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all was quiet, nothing serious anyway.

Asked about student demonstration in Kiev the manager

replied that it was organized by young group at the University, and

then corrected himself that actually it was not a demonstration, they

just laid their wreaths on Shevchenko Monument at the wrong hour, he

meant at i4117 different time than the one that was fixed by authorities.

But there were no persecutions because of that.

Subject told him then that foreign press, particularly he

referred to the French one, wrote a lot aboA the demonstrations and

in his opinion Ukrainian Soviet papers should also inform their readers

in the Ukraine and abroad about such events. Also Ukrainian writers

who go abroad ,shpuld inform Ukrainian emigration about what was

going on in the Ukraine , directly, instead of restricting emigres
to foreign sources. The manager seemed to agree with 6ubject, anyway

he did not object.

7. On 20 Aug Subject visited the University and the Academy
of sciences. He also planned to visit the Library but at 11.30 hrs

when he arrived there, it was still closed. From outside he could not
discover which part was burned down.

At the University students were just taking some exams and

he spoke to some of them. Mostly they were om math and humanistics.
There was nothing of interest.

At the Academy of Sciences Subject was looking for the

Institute of Biochemistry and was directed from the main buiding to

Leontovicha Street 9 to the editorial staff of " Ukrainian

Biochemistry Journal". At the Leontovicha 9 a female chemist saw

him to the premisseR of the editorial staff itself $ located on 2nd

or rd floor. It turned out that both, chief editor PALI,ADIN $ Academician

and acting  editor FERDMAN, were not in. Subject was received by a

young editor,aged 25-30 with whom he discussed the publication of

his paper in Ukrains...2_3i0kheAsirn_A. Subject wanted his paper

to be printed in Ukrainian and the young hditor was ready to ar_ange for
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translatton. Subject t however, preferred to do it himself and

promised to send his paper later on from France.

In the meantime the young man told Subject that he was only

deputy-technical-editor and his boss was on leave.

After the matter of the paper was settled the young man

suddenly asked Subject whether he knew ZHUKOVSKY of Paris,

Subject was taken somewhat aback by this question but said that indeed

he knew him quite well. In his turn he asked the young man what was
his name. DZIUBA - he replied. Subject asked again whether he was

the same Bziuba who was involved together with Svitlyohny.
"yes; I am the same one, of course " - was the answer and Subject

could hardly refrain from embracing him he wasP gxcited with surprise

and joy. somehow they began at once to talk in whisper and then went
into corridor both understanding that the room might be buge;ed.
In the corridor DZIUBA Ivan gems told him the following:

a/ The trials of Ukrainian intellectuals in Kiev and Lvov

were closed to the public, and the one in Lutsk was open. From about

50 persons arrested 28 were sentenced to from 3 to 6 years.
After the arrests in Kiaeani usually were accompanied by house
searches , there was in Kiev a youth demonstration before the

Shevchenko Monument vis-a-vis the University. According to DZIUBA it

was a truly nationalist demonstration, anti-Russian slogans were
shouted, and flowers were laid at Shevchenko monument. The

demonstrators were dispersed by militia. Some people were arrented

in the aftermath but later on released.

The demons*ration in Lviv that followed the Lviv-trial

was even more massive and powerful than the onein Kiev. The car

by which the defendants were brought from the court was thrownon with

demonstrators , flowers, a huge crowd shouted " Glory to the

sentenced!', " Glory to Ukraine".

The trial in Lutsk was public. Contrary to what Subject



was told by BAZHAN, also writers and students were tried kluge and
•,entenced there.

b/ At the present the arrests ceased. But sporadic house

searches were still taking place. The situation was still quite tense.

c/ Dziuba wrote a letcer to SHELEST and SHCHERBYTSKYI

protesting against arrests and trials and the copy of itilhowed-to

6ubject together with his treatise, 250 pages largeon Soviet

nationalities policy entitled " International or Russification".
The letter had 2 pages • In it Dziuba and his coauthors demanded
to release the arrested and sentenced,and referred t4similar demand
by STELMAKH,ANTONOV I HUZHVIY,KOSTENKO (Lina), 	 DRACH, plus a few other
namea.

_Some of the arrested and sentenced were also mentioned. Subject

remembered the names of HORYNS,KOSIV,ZALYVAKHA ( painter or sculptor),
Ald 3 geophysicists : HRYN,RUSYN,MARTYNENKO.

8. DZIUBA suggested Subject should read his treatise and

while he was reading it Dziuba "stood guard"in the corridor

"Internationalism or Rusdification" is a very serious, scholarly

documented and elaborated work with many references to Lenin, Marx,

Engelsoftrky . It criticizes strongly present Soviet nationalities

policy and equals it with that of Russian Tsars.
Dziuba had no other smaller documents Windy and Subject

dared not asking him for a script of 250 pages being afraid it

might be found on him at customs Control. Late on he felt very sorry
about it because there was virtuali.y no customs control on his departure

from iloscow.

9. On Subject's v.i.sit to BA,AAN, Dziuba com:iented that

" from those people hardly anything go .,:d could be expected". He

described instead the manager of the House of Literati as " somewhat
better".



10. Subject was given by DZIUBA the address of the Institute of

Endocrinology where Subject was going to look for Dr HERMANIUK.

The latter is from Volyhnia and and had been a student of Subject's

sister at one time. Subject wanted to discuss with him the macitur

publication of his article in "Ukrainian Biochemistry Journal".

HERMANIUK was very glad to see Subject, they exchanged their

articles read at the Congress, and HERMANIUK promised to expedite

the publication of Subject's article.	 They also promised to write to

each other.

11. Physical descriPtion  of DLIUBA Ivan: appar. age 25.30,
5 1 9, slim,dark brown R liffixAg4kabiRWICating his TB, oval face,
wears glasses.

12. Wen parting DZIUBA greeted Subject very friendly and

warmly, bathbecamequite emotional, and as Subject put it " we pprted

as brothera, Subject with tears in his eyes.

13. In the evening there was a reception at thel "Friendship of
w

Nations MWORWO organized .IaKolossova l s Society.

first spoke the chairman , elevehing whom Subject thought to be

SHOLYCH Yuri. He spoke in Freaeh. Referring to various periods of Ukrainian
history he stressed particularly the "corn on arigin" of Russians ,Ukrainian
and Byelorussians, and the friendship among them. Later on asked by
a French sctolar'WhOther. , there was much difference between Ukrainian
and Rys Jana , the chairman replied that actually not, and gave a few

examples in which just one or two vocals changed.
Asked again whether the Ui ,xaine was inde pendent, the chairman lost
control over himself, did not know what to answer , replied something
to the effect that such question was preposterous and finally said

nothing. Anyway this spoiled his mood for the whole evening.
After the chairman the floor was taken by HLUSHCHENKO,

Ukrainian painter, who at one time studied in Berlin, Germany and
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Subject khew him from there. HLUSHCHENKO spoke similarly as SMOLYCH

string all the time the co-influence and co-operation between
Rusaian and Ukrainian artists.

14. On 21 Aug 1966 HRYSHCHENKO took Subject and his sister
for sightseing in Kiev. He was without BAKH. accompanied only by a driver
At the VAtutin Monument HRYSHCHENKO told Subject that VATUTIN had

been killed by UPA. Passing by Lenin Museum HRYSHCHENKO pointed at
it and said that this had been the building of Tsentralna Rada ( Ukrainia:
Parliament in 1917..20).

When they stopped at Khmelnitsky Monument HRYSHCHENKO

told Subject the following joke: When Khmelnytsky returned from Zhovti
Vody to Kiev he greeted the welcoming crowd with "Zdorovi buly Kiyane0

The crowd replied : "ZdrastvAite". Khmelnytsky was so angry about that
that he stretched hi a hand to the north, toward Rusail# and shouted:
Then go away to Moscow I He was so shocked by this experience with his
own people that he turned to stone and so he remained until now.

HRYSHCHENKO took Subject also to l'echeraka Lavra, Andriyivsky
Dbor, shecchenko Museum and other spots. All the time he was very

friendly and did not go beyond his role as an amicable guide. He did
not mention any political topics.

15. RYZHUTIN promised Subject to find out who were

aRYSHCHENKO and BAKH.

16. On 22 Aug 1966 Subject left for Paris via Moscow and
arrived same day at Orly, Paris.

17. Miscellaneous.
a/ When in Kiev _Subject asked an elderly man why he

was talking in Ukrainian, the later was very angry with him and almost
hit him . He told Subject that when he is asking about Ukrainian
Theatre he should du so in Ukrainian and at least not to demand from him



to answer MWS in Rus,uian. Subject "explained" the misunderstanding and

said tuat he was very happy to find such an reactuon on the part of

his interlocutor.
The people Subjovt met spoke about 60% Russian and 40% Ukrainian,.

b/ French delegates were very positively impressed bykIev and
some of them cpmpared it with Paris. On the contrary .. Moscow many
considered " a huge wild village".

c/ From talking to variam people in Kiev Subject inferred

that intellectuals in the Ukraine paid much attention to what

emigration was doing and many Ukrainian intellectuals were actually

afraid of getting bad repUtation :Abroad. This applied to such people
as Bazhan in particular. iley don't want to beia.aised publicly by
emigres but they get worried when emigres attack them too strongly
and treat them badly.


